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I think money’s been a really    slumber

disappointing thing, I can’t eat
this tulip bulb, craze the cynic    on your simple

knows the price, your castle, how much               epoch

logic tends to peak the value
in the air will last forever     upmc

these fancy stripes or flames, you crave   is getting away

a bubble but you can’t afford

the bus fare, to history
yourself in the leap (whole), invade               with murder 
from under the city, a huge
umbrella cracking, the pavement

w h i s k e y a n d f o x . o r g
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Language calls love into being.
To cover over a being absent,
away from, the cover
song we all hum
every day our faces
face death, and life,
and life-in-death.

To die is different than
anyone thinks,
and luckier, thinks
Lao Tzu,
especially when the die
is already cast

and the cast of Friends
is contracted to play
the lead roles.
Which leads to the role
of fate—or the

wave-roll, in other words,
peaceful until one’s
right up close and the
wave closes

for Sparky Anderson, rip
1.

We absent ourselves to an absence.
Being present, we present
silence a slice of itself.

Always what’s missing,
we are. Or not.
I can’t listen anymore to
what’s listening.

I talk to myself to hear
myself talk.
Or taut
as a wire is

to be still or vibrating
a little, still,
a whisker or ghost
of a chance.

It’s a dead conversation
to talk with the dead, who
missing, know
what’s missed.

2.

I’m keen to keen for
what?
An image imagined
a man inverted to grass manned by
boys of summer
who summer
the mind’s diamond—
that reminder of
death’s head
heading this way
big as the earth-ball
falling.
So it’s fall,
only so many
leaves left
to turn till
it’s my turn
over again.

Baseball PoemSliding Down the Ladder

I am worth $87,546 today. I can’t find it
anywhere. I never even saw it: someone clicked it to me
over a period of a few years and I was a teenager
 
so maybe I ate it. Someone said I made it disappear
with my magical education. But I swear, I just sat there
and took notes, and wrote some papers.
 
I didn’t take anything. I never even saw that
money. I offered to give them my college notebooks
and to send them my papers; I even offered
 
to smoke a lot of dope and forget everything
I ever learned. But they said, No Thanks. We only eat
money. I said, it must cost you twice as much
 
to get stoned. I signed a contract when I was
eighteen, to have imaginary chains around my wrists
and ankles and they threw me a graduation
 
party. I got cards from everyone promising
a different kind of life from theirs.
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Freud isn’t equivalent to Darwin. Unaipon isn’t comparable with Any-
one, TTO included. Read the biography, and identify with the humility. 
The followers queue to buyue the books. At some point a plastic bag 
stops being genius and becomes stupidity. Stein lies under or over 
Toklas / I lie beside the books. Only jokes are left (the joke of washing 
up when you have five children. Useless geniuses all). The endless 
extension of the Great Man. He’s to be approached and when close 
insert a hook into the nostril or ear and gradually move away, taking 
up to five years. This cycle can be tried out in other cultures with less 
damage and less gain. We had a sandstone car / I believe growing up 
/ I don’t believe bone decay-dementia. Brazilian concrete poetry was 
dismissed by Elizabeth Bishop; Mayan concrete poetry was stolen 
from Mexico by Charles Olson. These are the mid-twentieth century 
alternatives … What Harold Stewart said is still meaningful to some, 
yet noone reads his poems yet. Worm into the bone of the precursor; 
be born with deficiencies unknown to this century. I have painted 
budgerigars and a fish, and an orange juice squeezer; none are talis-
mans of revolution. I could wear a dark green hoodie every day (until 
I was arrested). Flaubert is not always a great English writer. David 
‘Gustave’ Ireland: a source of something vital ... To nickname some-
one ‘Ratsak’ is genius, to do it twice is sadism. 

Distinct Interpretation of Genius
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Stooped level when tardy you apologise

let the shopping

stacked in bags then split

the eggs split also and

annexe this moment a second

its old news already

but still good for

the going out.

All humming whirring machines stop

 Chickens do. Chickens do not. The guard did. What? The
guard was. Cry. Cut the neck in your back kitchen tragedy.
 Troy. Troy Davis. Troy Davis was. Troy Davis was
innocent. Chickens do not. Yes they do. The bald eagle wouldn’t.
Troy Davis was. Troy Davis was innocent. Innocent on. Troy
Davis was innocent on Wednesday. On his cot. On Thursday Troy
Davis was. Was not.
 Never allowed his say. Chickens do not eat other chickens.
Yes they do. Edible companions. Cot. Dirty, dumb, overly
abundant. Troy didn’t kill Officer MacPhail. Put the middle name
back in. Make him a charismatic weapon. Gallus gallus domesticus.
Sodium pent. Doesn’t make you feel. Doesn’t you make you feel
less. From the dictionary of received ideas, doesn’t make you feel
less left out. The opposite of hospitality? It’s about community.
Sales, a practice of sustained. Attn: Cobb 700. Thrown out.

Political
History inscribes
Itself in the very force

Pursued to its natural termination
Preparing the statue and niche
Recorded before passing

Fields of his texts
, Between the
Lines and within

Sociable activities
Adorable to the people
To warm the large room

The rhythms, in the whole kind
Of astonishing practice
They are, rather than

Ordering experience to
Accept death, is the subject
Affected by random depression

As some empirical
Background against which
They can be measured

AND TO SAY THIS IS TO CLAIM
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Haunted by the public part

jars make dark a sycamore

type with wine, coquette shapes

untrifled no one buttoned up

soft as from small drug such bark

in plates improves my mind,

geraniums again the cutting

garden stores she slept like after

swimming or low roof light bent

above, you thought we were

boys without forests, hedgerows

hardly hedgerows, figures, little

lines thrown native to her

throwing in some part

of dark cubic acres song

it is hard to say I feel bad for it

knows climate change will come,

our finest single forms fund

this clearing, this accurately—

there’s lace where it’s unbuttoned,

torn, canvas, grass, there’s nothing

like a retaining wall.

—Gracie Leavitt
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It’s geworfenheit

As we heard geraniums, the air blended into flamingoes.

The past would form itself like birds

Yet agreeing only red figures evade the canvas

Blue ones above the mountain’s heads

Were haunted by very public parts of the city

That nobody buttoned up went to.

Jars of dark sycamore filled in spirit with glass

The quiet of yellow Evening

Thus set them for forgetful mediation

The kids from workshops contradicted too much.

The light bent above the roof.

Giant rubber fists sold like hot cakes.

It was a softness the drugs could take care of.

And where did you think you were going?

Ruined empire of toy houses,

Cobblestones, region 2 dvds, hoping that a new tongue

Would show up in your mouth like the common cold.

Yup, jeden tag ein bissen better.

Tell us not to wear out the hermit’s cave.

We’ve rigged the moon to destroy the forest

The boys without forests to play in

Wir fordern Sie auf,

Played with themselves despairingly

These hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines

—rlm
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